
Dynamic, Robust, and Effective 
Cleaning Solutions

Cleaning Solutions

An effective hospital cleaning program is instrumental in reducing 
the spread of HAIs (Hospital-associated Infections) and transient 
microorganisms. Patients, staff, and visitors deserve a clean, healthy 
environment. Developing a custom program that pairs effective 
products with expert training is the best way to maintain high cleaning 
standards in healthcare facilities.

Facility Hygiene: Cleaning Solutions

Why Choose Our Cleaning Products?

Expert SupportEffective, Versatile 
Cleaning

Green, Sustainable 
Products

Cleaning Assessment

Reduce Costs. Improve Care.

 √ Lower Your Infection Rates

 √ Find Ways to Reduce Readmissions

 √ Identify Ways to Provide Safer Care

Reducing costs while improving care in today’s ever-changing market is 
paramount. How do we help you reduce costs without sacrificing patient/resident 
satisfaction? We provide a OneSource Solution – standardized and bundled 
contracts from one source that reduces overhead, eliminate variability, improve 
quality and positively impact resident satisfaction.



Altra Proportioning System

Altra Floor Care System

 √ Compact: Install Altra proportioning systems in nearly any custodial closet.

 √ Self-Contained: Altra proportioning systems eliminate contact with concentrated 
products and exposed tubing.

 √ Color and Number Coded: Altra products are both color and number coded to 
guide users as they dilute products.

 √ Green: Altra products are ecologically friendly without sacrificing performance and 
several Altra products are Green Seal™ certified.

 √ Flexible Packaging: Deliver a 99.9% product evacuation rate with Altra’s flexible 
packaging, eliminating product waste.

 √ Super Concentrated Products: Reduce labor time and end-use cost with Altra’s 
super concentrated products.

 √ Proprietary Technology: Altra proportioning systems and the products they dilute 
are manufactured with proprietary technology, keeping efficiency and effectiveness 
a top priority.

 √ Requires less labor.

 √ Altra products engineered by our partners at Altra Solutions.

 √ Best-in-class durability and clarity reduces product costs.

 √ Finishes extend strip cycles.

 √ Non-yellowing floor finish.

 √ Microban technology built into Altra floor products.

 √ Floor strippers remove floor finish in one application: low odor, effective, and 
fast-acting.

 √ Altra multi-purpose HP cleaner is effective and efficient.

 √ Altra lite applicator and backpack apply floor finish accurately and efficiently.
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 √ Ergonomic Design

 √ Multiple product applications

 √ Promotes speed and efficiency

Altra Lite Applicator
Compatible with Altra proportioning systems, the Altra Lite Applicator promotes efficiency  
and reduces worker fatigue with its ergonomic design.

Healthcare floors can be a breeding ground for bacteria. Developing a floor care program 
that inhibits bacteria growth on floors and combats all forms of wear and tear can help 
keep your facility cleaner and looking its best. As an exclusive provider of Altra, our Hard 
Floor Care Program includes floor finishes infused with antimicrobial product protection and 
alcohol-resistance to meet the highest standards of cleanliness in any healthcare facility.

The Altra Proportioning System is designed for Environmental Services (EVS) personnel and 
the challenges they face in healthcare facilities. Our proportioning systems are user-friendly 
and cost-effective for all healthcare facilities with economically and ecologically friendly 
products. To ensure high cleaning standards, we customize each program by evaluating the 
facility’s space availability, budget, and whether or not products will need extra security.


